Digitalisation has largely beneﬁted government, ﬁnancial institutions and enterprises in terms of
eﬃciency and cost savings. Digital forms, documents, records, agreements and contracts can be
easily exchanged and transacted online.
Proving the digital document’s authenticity, integrity, authorship is of utmost importance. This can
be addressed via Digital Signature based on PKI, an industry recognised standard for digital
identities in use today for websites, machines, and people. Traditional signing requires physical
presence, veriﬁcation via the naked eye, and in some cases, multi page endorsement.
With nSignCore, signing can be done simply at your convenience and veriﬁcation automated
oﬄine or online. Combined with a digital certiﬁcate issued by Netrust, Singapore’s only
Commercial Accredited Certiﬁcate Authority (CA), your digitally signed documents will be legally
binding under the Singapore’s Electronic Transactions Act.
nSignCore is part of Netrust’s nSign Digital Signing Suite.
Go to www.netrust.net/nsign to explore each of the solution oﬀerings.
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In support of the Singapore Government’s National Digital Identity (NDI) initiative, nSign has tightly
integrated with Sign with SingPass to empower businesses and their customers to digitally sign on
any document using their SingPass Mobile.
It is easy to integrate your business application with nSign through a simple web service API. It is
interoperable and language agnostic. By sending a signing request with your document to
nSignCore, based on your request instructions, nSignCore will route the document to either
nSignCore Desktop, nSignCore Mobile, nSignCore Online or nSignCore NDI, and return the
signed document back to your business application.
As a CA accredited by the Controller of CA, parties relying on Netrust
certiﬁcates enjoy the beneﬁts of evidentiary presumption under the
Electronic Transactions Act in Singapore, and users are assured of the
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legality and security of their transactions.

COMPREHENSIVE nSIGN SOLUTION SUITE
The nSignCore solution suite comprises of nSignCore, nSignCore Desktop,
nSignCore Mobile, nSignCore Online and nSignCore NDI.

nSignCore

At the heart of the solution is nSignCore, a digital signing and
signature veriﬁcation engine fronted by a web API for single
integration with your application - sending signing request to
nSign Client and validation of digital signature.

nSignCore
DESKTOP

nSignCore Desktop is a desktop application installed in
desktop or laptop computer that works with hardware
PKI token to provide strong PKI authentication and
digital signing capabilities.

nSignCore
MOBILE

nSignCore Mobile is a mobile application SDK supported on
both iOS and Android that provides PKI authentication and
digital signing capabilities on the go.

nSignCore
ONLINE

nSignCore Online is a client-less web solution allowing
digital signing and validation capabilities with securely
stored and centrally managed users’ keys.

nSignCore
NDI

nSignCore NDI is an integrated solution with SingPass to
empower businesses and their customers to digitally sign
agreements using SingPass Mobile application.

Enable safe, secure, efﬁcient and paperless
workflow management with Netrust nSign Solution to
improve productivity and save costs in your operations.
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Netrust is the ﬁrst public CA (Certiﬁcate Authority) in Asia and Singapore’s only Commercial Accredited CA.
Established in 1997, it has been providing digital ID certiﬁcates widely used for secure authentication,
secure VPN, secure email, digital signing and other applications. Private sector companies and Government
agencies such as Building and Construction Authority, Singapore Land Authority and Land Transport
Authority employ Netrust’s PKI solution in their environment to enhance security and convenience, and to
safely complete their electronic transactions on the Internet.
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